**IMAGICO** is proud to introduce its new range of **IMAGIJ ET 3970 LED Inkjet MB** (Master Batch) for Digital Industrial coding, marking, graphic arts signage and narrow web printing.

**IMAGIJ ET 3970 LED Inkjet MB** (Master Batch) series will allow the end user to use Imagico INKOWLOGY, its narrow particle size pigment distribution and stability at jetting temperature will allow the final formulator to reach ink stability, jetting performance and to improve ink reliability in industrial environments.

*Measurements at 25°C

**Measurements after 3 weeks at 45°C

Maintenance cost will be reduced in production due to the extreme stability of **IMAGIJ ET 3970 LED Inkjet (MB) inks family**

Inks developed with **IMAGIJ ET 3970 LED Inkjet MB** will cure under the most extreme LED conditions in final process allowing end user to achieve speeds up to 40 m/min in narrow web printing.

*Please ask our R&D team the best mediums, catalyzers and resins for your process.
IMAGIJ ET by IMAGICO...Industrial INKOWLOGY for your Printing success

IMAGIJ ET 3970 LED Inkjet Ink Features

- Reduces edge curling and embossing by using appropriate monomer mixtures.
- Edge chipping reduction due to its extreme flexibility.
- Improved performance of pigment flow due to its innovative and unique dispersions manufacturing technology.
- Low print residual odour by using appropriate monomer mix.
- Suitable for using in exterior printing, Imagico pigments selection warranty ink performance under the most aggressive conditions.
- Suitable for corrugated board decoration in single pass process.
- Improved filtering ratio against competitor inks.

For ordering & pricing on any of the listed products above contact:

IMAGICO INDIA PVT. LTD.
Warden House, 1st Floor, sir P.m. Road, Fort, Mumbai 400 001, INDIA.
Tel.: +91 22 43112700 / 22872295 Fax : +91 22.22873475
Email : info@imagineacolor.com Website: www. Imagineacolor.com